. Overview on experimental measurements of the twist-stretch coupling for doublestranded DNA and double-stranded RNA.
Measurement
Twist stretch coupling: . The plots were generated from the analysis of a total of ~100000 regularily spaced snapshots taken during ~1 μs unrestraint simulations. The data was analysed in the same way as explained in the legend of Figure S1 . Figure S5 . Correlation of angular local base pair parameters with helical twist of DNA (left column of plots) and RNA (right column of plots). The plots were generated from the analysis of a total of 100000 regularily spaced snapshots taken during 1 μs unrestraint simulations. The data was analysed in same way as explained in the legend of Figure S1 . Figure S6 . Variation of major and minor groove width, slide and shift during simulations with a torque restraint on the total twist of the DNA (left panels) and RNA (right panels). The mean twist per base pair step was changed in steps of ~0.15°. Error bars were calculated by splitting the recorded data for each twist restaining simulation into 5 intervals and calculating the standard variation over these intervals. Figure S7 . Variation of selected angular helical parameters inclination and tip, roll and propeller during simulations with a torque restraint on the total twist of the DNA (left panels) and RNA (right panels). The mean twist per base pair step was changed in steps of ~0.15°. Error bars were calculated by splitting the recorded data for each twist rrestaining simulation into 5 intervals and calculating the standard variation over these intervals.
